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Special Section on Optical Access System for Social Life

Since the FTTH (Fiber To The Home) service kicked into gear in Japan in 2001, optical access systems have kept on advancing as economical technologies which enable broadband services to be enjoyed easily in customer’s homes, and FTTH has been taking root as an essential social infrastructure. Additionally, owing to standardization activities and overseas developments, the optical access technologies have been widely spread as international technologies which are employed not only in Japan.

On the other hand, a rapid development of mobile services is driving the drastic increase of the data traffic of mobile network, and evolution of optical access technologies is expected toward applications to mobile backhaul and mobile fronthaul of the 5G and future mobile networks. Furthermore, new technologies supporting social infrastructure, such as M2M and IoT, have been discussed actively, and expectations for optical access technologies supporting these applications are increasing. To meet such expectations, it is increasingly important to establish optical access technologies which will be essential in future social life.

For this section, we received eight paper submissions and have selected seven high quality papers. This includes four invited papers that cover state-of-the-art optical access technologies, standardization, and overseas expansion.

Finally, as the guest editor-in-chief, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all the authors for their contribution and to all the reviewers and all the members of the editorial committee for their great efforts to make this Special Section a successful one.
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